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ABSTRACT

Objective The ACROBAT pilot trial of early cryoprecipitate for severe postpartum haemorrhage used deferred consent procedures. Pretrial discussions with a patient and public involvement group found mixed views towards deferred consent. This study aimed to build an understanding of how the deferred consent procedures worked in practice, to inform plans for a full-scale trial.

Setting Qualitative interview study within a cluster-randomised pilot trial, involving four London maternity services.

Participants Individual interviews were conducted postnatally with 10 women who had received blood transfusion for severe postpartum haemorrhage and had consented to the trial. We also interviewed four ‘recruiters’—two research midwives and two clinical trials practitioners who conducted trial recruitment.

Results Consent procedures in the ACROBAT pilot trial were generally acceptable and the intervention was viewed as low risk, but most women did not remember much about the consent conversation. As per trial protocol, recruiters sought to consent women before hospital discharge, but this time pressure had to be balanced against the need to ensure women were not approached when distressed or very unwell. Extra efforts had to be made to communicate trial information to women due to the exhaustion of their recovery and competing demands for their attention. Participant information was further complicated by explanations about the cluster design and change in transfusion process, even though the consent sought was for access to medical data.

Conclusion Our findings indicate that deferred consent procedures raise similar concerns as taking consent when emergency obstetric research is occurring—that is, the risk that participants may confuse research with clinical care, and that their ability to process trial information may be impacted by the stressful nature of recovery and newborn care. A future trial may support more meaningful informed consent by extending the window of consent discussion and ensuring trial information is minimal and easy to understand.

Trial registration number ISRCTN12146519.

BACKGROUND

Severe postpartum haemorrhage (PPH) that requires blood transfusion is a relatively rare but serious complication that can occur following childbirth. It can be difficult for clinicians to predict which women will experience PPH, in the absence of robust PPH risk prediction tools.3 Research in obstetric emergencies requires continuous development, testing and refinement to determine effective treatment interventions that are important to improve care. All clinical research is conducted within a framework of regulations (eg, the Medicines for Human Use (Clinical Trials) Regulations 2004),3 central to which is informed consent for research participation. Meaningful informed consent requires disclosure of essential study information to participants, who must have the competence...
or capacity, to process the information and make an informed, voluntary decision about whether to participate. For research into comparatively rare obstetric emergencies, the UK Royal College of Obstetricians and Gynaecologists (RCOG) guidelines recommend providing summary antenatal information about the research and only giving full information at the time the emergency arises, to avoid causing unnecessary distress about outcomes that may never apply to a large proportion of women. However, a key concern for research in the emergency setting is that such events proceed quickly and treatment is administered rapidly, especially if the situation is life-threatening: thus, obtaining consent during an emergency may not be appropriate or meaningful—a concern which has been expressed by both women with experience of severe PPH and research staff obtaining consent.

In recent years, deferred consent procedures have been used to avoid delay in administering emergency research interventions. Deferred consent involves enrolling a patient in a trial and administering the intervention according to criteria approved by ethical review, and then requesting the patient’s informed consent as soon as possible after the emergency has been resolved for the use of data already collected and for their continuation in the study. Previous studies have found high levels of support for emergency paediatric or cardiac research in the absence of advance consent, or with deferred consent. A qualitative study that explored the issue of deferred consent with women enrolled in a trial of PPH treatment, found no difference in perceived acceptability of consent processes between those who gave consent while their PPH was ongoing and those who gave consent retrospectively. We sought to build on this research by exploring the deferred consent approach that was adopted in the Administering CRyoprecipitate in Obstetric Bleeding At an earlier Time (ACROBAT) pilot trial for severe PPH. Shared learning from trials conducted without prior consent is an important way to inform peer and ethics review processes in this area.

The ACROBAT study

ACROBAT was a pragmatic, non-blinded, cluster-randomised pilot trial, involving four maternity services in London. The trial aimed to recruit all women >24 weeks pregnant within these services who needed a blood transfusion for management of active bleeding within 24 hours of delivery. The intervention group received earlier administration of cryoprecipitate (within 90 min of the first request of red blood cells for transfusion) compared with standard care, where cryoprecipitate is given later, or not at all in the haemorrhage management. The study protocol (including patient-facing documentation) and findings in relation to the feasibility of intervention delivery and main study outcomes are published separately. Advance consent for participation was waived with Research Ethics Committee approval (Ref: 18/LO/2062). Women in both intervention and control sites were approached by the research team postnatally for written, informed consent to collect their routine, deidentified, clinical data. The study design focused on recruiting women before they were discharged from hospital, to allow more immediate discussions about the research and to reduce expected attrition postdischarge. If consent (or refusal) was not obtained before discharge, participants were provided with the study information materials at discharge and consent was subsequently attempted either in person or remotely after discharge.

Patient and public involvement (PPI)

During the planning stages of the trial (throughout 2018) and around the time of its completion (early 2020), the research team held several open meetings with ‘Katie’s Team’, an active East London women’s health PPI group. The group is highly representative of the ethnic diversity of the catchment area served by the hospitals participating in the trial. Meetings were attended by between seven and eight PPI representatives each time, some of whom had experience of severe bleeding and/or blood transfusion in childbirth, but group members were not specifically selected for this. Two members of the PPI group are co-authors of this paper.

The purpose of the meetings was to discuss any responses and concerns of the PPI group to the proposed deferred consent procedure in the ACROBAT study; to anticipate potential challenges with study recruitment and to develop patient-centred study information. At the meetings, members expressed different opinions on the proposed consent procedures and consent for emergency research more generally. Broadly, these were:

(i) Some members said they would prefer to know in advance about emergency research. They said they would be willing to handle the additional burden of information antenatally, as they would already be considering possible risks in childbirth and might even potentially book to give birth at a different hospital if they did not agree with the planned cluster-randomised intervention.

(ii) Other members felt that antenatal information about the emergency research would constitute an additional and unnecessary burden, particularly for women with low-risk pregnancies. For these members, information postintervention was seen as more appropriate, as pregnancy is already a time of heightened worry; though some suggested that women with high-risk pregnancies ought to be provided with the information in advance of the birth. (iii) A third viewpoint was that if the intervention is life-saving and low-risk, and already widely used, there may be no need to tell women about it. Receiving information after an intervention has already taken place may not be meaningful for women.

While these differences of opinion were not resolved in the meetings, the PPI group suggested that posters about the study should be displayed in antenatal clinics and an antenatal leaflet should be made available to women that would summarise study information and include contact details where those interested could obtain further
information. (This information was then made available throughout the period of the pilot trial.) However, the PPI group also pointed out that women may overlook antenatal information due to an ‘information overload’ during pregnancy.

The PIS for the pilot trial was restructured based on the recommendations of the PPI group, to present more immediately relevant information upfront about what is involved with consent (ie, *What has happened and what am I being asked to do?*) and put background information about cryoprecipitate in a later section.

Towards the end of the pilot trial, two meetings were held to present and discuss preliminary study findings with the PPI group, and reflect on the processes that had been implemented. At these meetings, the PPI group members felt that following a difficult birth, women may not be receptive enough for a meaningful discussion about research consent and may have a greater need for information about their PPH. They recommended that postdischarge approaches ought to be explored further.

**Objectives of this paper**

This paper presents the findings from qualitative interviews with women who provided deferred consent in the ACROBAT trial and the research staff—‘recruiters’—who were involved in obtaining this consent. The perspectives and concerns of the PPI group informed the questions that were explored in the interviews and the interpretation of the findings. The purpose of the interview was to learn more about how deferred consent processes worked in practice and how women responded, in order to inform plans for a full-scale trial.

**METHODS**

199 women (from both intervention and control clusters) were included in the pilot trial between March 2019 and January 2020. Of these women, 129 (63%) provided deferred consent for data collection. The rate of refusal to consent was low (9.5%). Anonymised routine data in the absence of consent was collected in 25.1% of cases, because participants were not given study documentation prior to hospital discharge or could not be contacted postdischarge.

Of the women who provided consent to participate in the trial, 58 (45%) agreed at the time of consent to be contacted later about a qualitative interview. Interview recruitment began in August 2019 while the trial was ongoing. LS telephoned women who had given birth at least 3 months previously across all four sites, to invite them to interview. Many of these calls went unanswered or the telephone number that had been provided did not work. Other women explained that since giving birth they had moved country, had travelled to stay with family or that they no longer wished to take part in an interview. For those women who agreed to be interviewed, the interviews were arranged for a time and date that best suited them. All interviews were conducted by LS, a female qualitative public health researcher, with experience of conducting sensitive research interviews. A hospital setting was avoided for the interviews in case it triggered difficult memories for a participant. Most interviews took place in participants’ homes and one took place in a café local to the participant. Babies were present during all interviews. In one interview, the woman’s partner joined in during parts of the interview conversation. Written informed consent was obtained prior to each interview. An interview schedule was used (online supplemental Appendix A), but the interview also provided space for discussion of topics raised spontaneously by the participants. Each interview began by asking women about how they were feeling and how their recovery had been since the birth, then moved on to exploring their experiences and perspectives on being consented to the trial. Interviews were on average 38 min in length. Interviews with trial participants stopped when data saturation had been achieved, that is, when it became evident that no new themes were being identified from interviews.

Members of the maternity service research team who were involved in obtaining consent at all four trial sites were also invited for individual interview. There were nine active recruiters across the four sites for the duration of the study. Interviews with four of these recruiters were conducted by LS from November 2019 to March 2020. At this point, the attention of the maternity service research teams swiftly moved to the COVID-19 pandemic, so we were not able to follow-up with any remaining recruiters for interview. Interviews took place in a meeting room at the respective maternity service. An interview schedule was used (online supplemental Appendix B), but the interview also provided space for discussion of topics raised spontaneously. Interviews were on average 49 min in length.

Participant and recruiter interviews were audiorecorded with consent and transcribed verbatim. Data were managed in accordance with the sponsor’s data protection policy (available from authors). Transcripts were analysed by LS, following Braun and Clarke’s six phases of thematic analysis to identify patterns or themes, across the dataset that represented the beliefs or experiences of interviewees in relation to the research questions. Following each interview, the content was reviewed to inform data collection in the next interview, as part of an iterative cycle of early data analysis. The NVivo V.12 software package was used to manage the data and support the development of a coding framework, which was further developed and refined as it was applied to later transcripts. AH independently reviewed the transcripts and the coding framework. Preliminary findings were presented by LS at trial management meetings and a meeting of the PPI group, which facilitated further discussion and interpretation.
FINDINGS
The 10 women interviewed who had consented to the ACROBAT pilot trial were diverse in terms of recruiting site, age and ethnicity (table 1). For six of the women, the birth experience was their first. Four of the women had normal vaginal births, three had emergency caesarean sections and three had elective caesarean sections. The number of months between the birth and the interview ranged from 3 to 7 months (average of 5 months). Four recruiters were interviewed, from three of the trial sites (two intervention sites, one control). Two of the recruiters were healthcare professionals; they were midwives working in the maternity service research teams. The other two recruiters were clinical trials practitioners.

The interviews were focused on how the deferred consent processes worked in practice during the ACROBAT pilot trial. Findings from the participant and recruiter interviews are presented together thematically. The main themes identified were as follows: (i) the competing demands for women’s attention around the time of consent and how this affected their recollection of the research conversation; (ii) the short window for recruiters to gain predischarge consent; (iii) women’s understanding of the study information; (iv) factors influencing willingness to consent and (v) the response to study information provided in the antenatal period.

Competing demands on women’s attention
Most participants said they did not remember much about the conversation they had with the recruiter concerning the ACROBAT trial. The conversation had taken place at a “hectic” time when they were trying to process what had happened during the birth and how their body was recovering, trying to feed and care for their babies and trying to manage visits from family members or visit babies in the neonatal intensive care unit (NICU), all while getting very little sleep and on pain medication.

I do remember feeling like, ‘Oh, not now’. Because you just feel so overwhelmed with everything going on. You don’t even know what’s going on and then someone came to ask about research. (Participant 5)

Two of the participants had no recollection of the conversation on consent and during the interview, LS explained to them what they had consented to. Some participants found it difficult to distinguish between the conversation they had with the recruiter and the conversations they had with their clinical team who came to speak with them during their hospital stay, for example, the debrief on their birth, discussion about contraception, breastfeeding support, etc.

Among the competing concerns for women in the immediate postnatal period were their questions and confusion about what had happened during childbirth. Many of the women interviewed felt they had not been given enough information from their clinical team. In line with this, some of the recruiters said that the women they approached had more questions about their birth and transfusion than they did about the study. The medical debrief typically happened quite soon after the birth and by the time the woman was on the postnatal ward and had more time to reflect, it all comes flooding out. One of the recruiters, who was a midwife by background, said she typically spent time with women and their partners talking through the medical notes to explain what had happened, and also providing breastfeeding support where needed, before consenting the woman to the study. Another recruiter in a different site, who did not have a medical background, said that her conversations with women were awkward at times when she could not answer their medical questions.

Short window for predischarge consent
Recruiters spoke about the urgent nature of consent in this study, as they attempted to get study information to eligible women before they were discharged. This time pressure had to be balanced against the need to ensure women were not approached about the research when distressed or very unwell. It was also important to make

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Participant</th>
<th>Site</th>
<th>Time between birth and interview</th>
<th>Age group (years)</th>
<th>Ethnicity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Participant 1</td>
<td>Control site 1</td>
<td>5 months</td>
<td>40+</td>
<td>Black British</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participant 2</td>
<td>Intervention site 1</td>
<td>4 months</td>
<td>20–29</td>
<td>White (Other European)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participant 3</td>
<td>Intervention site 2</td>
<td>3 months</td>
<td>30–39</td>
<td>White British</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participant 4</td>
<td>Intervention site 2</td>
<td>7 months</td>
<td>30–39</td>
<td>Asian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participant 5</td>
<td>Intervention site 1</td>
<td>5 months</td>
<td>20–29</td>
<td>Asian British</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participant 6</td>
<td>Control site 1</td>
<td>6 months</td>
<td>30–39</td>
<td>White (Other European)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participant 7</td>
<td>Intervention site 1</td>
<td>4 months</td>
<td>30–39</td>
<td>Black African</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participant 8</td>
<td>Intervention site 2</td>
<td>4 months</td>
<td>40+</td>
<td>White British</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participant 9</td>
<td>Control site 2</td>
<td>6 months</td>
<td>30–39</td>
<td>Black British</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participant 10</td>
<td>Control site 2</td>
<td>6 months</td>
<td>40+</td>
<td>White (Other European)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ACROBAT, Administering CRyoprecipitate in Obstetric Bleeding At an earlier Time.
sure women had already been debriefed on the birth by their clinical team, so that they were already aware of the amount of blood they had lost and any complications prior to a conversation about the study. In order to get a full picture of each woman’s situation and to assess when consent was appropriate, recruiters reviewed the available clinical notes and consulted with the staff in charge of women’s care. At times they also had to make their own judgements depending on how tired or unwell a woman appeared on first approach. In general, the recruiters preferred to approach eligible women when they had moved from the high dependency unit to the postnatal ward. Women often spent only 1 day on the postnatal ward before discharge and there was additional pressure to try to recruit women who delivered on a Friday, as they would likely be discharged over the weekend (when recruiters were unavailable).

So it really depends on the person that you’re dealing with… sometimes I will look in and just kind of gauge. And if she’s like completely flat out on the bed, like tired, I’m not going to bother her until the following day. But if it’s a Friday I might try and push it to try and get them in the afternoon. (Recruiter 3)

In the short window the woman was staying on the postnatal ward, the recruiter often had to spend a lot of time going back and forward to find a time that suited the woman to talk—if she was tired, had family visiting, was trying to feed the baby or was visiting the baby in NICU. One of the recruiters asked women to suggest a time for the conversation, to give them some control over when it took place. Sometimes recruiters were not able to locate a suitable interpreter in time to recruit eligible women who did not speak English. The trial participants we interviewed were generally understanding that the recruiters needed to speak to them before they left the hospital. However, one of these participants who was consented to the study just a few hours after the birth felt she would have been capable of paying more attention to the study and asking questions if the conversation had occurred at a later stage on the postnatal ward.

If women were approached close to the time of discharge, recruiters found they were more likely to refuse consent as they were busy getting ready to leave. Consent for the study was possible after discharge, but recruiters felt there was mixed uptake once women had left the hospital and were busy at home with a newborn baby (out of 22 women who were contacted for trial consent post-discharge, only 10 (45%) completed the forms and returned them in person/by post). In one case, a community midwife had supported the consent process post-discharge. Two of the participants interviewed had provided consent about a week after leaving hospital. They said they were happy with the timing of this later consent, as they felt they were more capable of taking in the information about the study and making an informed choice about participation after a cooling off period.

Women’s understanding of the study information

Recruiters said they worried about informed consent in the ACROBAT trial, given the women who were eligible had been very unwell and were really vulnerable at the time of being approached. Before consenting a woman they wanted to feel confident that she understood what the study was about, but they acknowledged that this was a challenge. They found it difficult to get women’s full attention to the consent conversation and that some women did not want to read the full participant information sheet (PIS), but said they were happy to have a quick flick through or just sign. In these situations, the recruiters had to sit with women to go through each page of the PIS and consent form to break down the information, so that they were aware of what they were being asked to sign. For this reason, the consent process was viewed as particularly challenging when an interpreter was used for women who did not speak English.

Recruiters felt that the information women received about the study was complicated by needing to explain about the cluster design and the change in transfusion process that formed the study intervention; whereas the women were actually only being asked to provide consent for their data and leftover blood samples. For this reason, some recruiters emphasised to women that the study was essentially just about looking at their medical records because of the blood loss they experienced and how it was managed.

The participants interviewed said they brought the PIS and study documentation back from the hospital in a big folder with lots of other papers and forms related to the birth and had not read them again since you come back home with a lot of leaflets, you don’t really have time to read it. Some indicated an understanding that they had consented to the use of their data; though they wondered how much data would be included and for how long. Others implied a vague understanding that they were involved in research that might benefit other women, or that the study was something to do with that fact that I had a lot of blood loss. One of the participants did not realise until the interview that the study involved the use of her anonymised medical records, but said she was comfortable with the idea once she was assured that her data would not be passed on to any companies, you trust the NHS.

One of the intervention site recruiters (who was a research midwife) had expected more questions or concerns from women that they had been given an intervention (ie, a change in the order of blood products) without prior consent, but this was not borne out in the recruitment conversations. This recruiter said she was unsure whether women fully understood that they had only received the early cryoprecipitate because they were in the intervention arm of the study.

Willingness to consent

The ACROBAT study had a high consent rate. Recruiters said they had expected more women to refuse consent to participate, given the timing of when they were asked, but
found that many women were shocked after the birth by how much blood they had lost, very thankful for the blood transfusion and other treatment they had received, and wanted to help other women who may experience similar complications. The recruiters tended to propose the study as a means of helping other women and improving care.

I think I very rarely got Nos. And again, I think that’s just because it’s … life threatening, it’s a very dangerous situation to be in. And I think they were just so thankful. (Recruiter 04)

In line with this, the majority of participants interviewed said they consented to be part of the study in order to help others in a similar situation; they liked knowing that the difficult experience they went through was able to contribute towards improving patient care. At the same time, some participants also indicated that they would have been likely to agree to take part in the study when still in pain or feeling tired, in order to end the conversation sooner; especially where there were no risks perceived with taking part.

I was still in pain. Sometimes you just say ‘Okay, okay’. (Participant 2)

Recruiters also felt that women were generally willing to consent to the ACROBAT trial because it was a very easy study to be a part of. The intervention had already been administered, the research team wanted to look at records that already existed, and the blood samples had already been taken. Women were more reluctant about being contacted in the future for a follow-up phone call from the research team or a qualitative interview.

Participants who had given birth in the intervention sites were asked in the interviews how they felt on learning that the blood products had been given in a different order than usual (and sometimes this process was explained in the interview to those who said they were unaware of what the intervention had involved). Women explained they were fine with this change as it worked for them; they had recovered OK, so they felt they had no reason to be upset or worried when learning about it afterwards. They said they were not aware of the original order of blood products before the change, and trusted the medical team knew what they were doing. Participants indicated they did not perceive any unnecessary risks or disadvantages with the intervention.

A lot of paperwork for something small…a tiny tweak. (Participant 08)

Recruiters spoke about the reasons why a proportion of the women they approached about the trial refused consent. They found that some of these women who refused said they did not have time for the conversation, and others had concerns about sharing their data and who would have access to it, despite reassurances that it would be anonymised for use by the research team. Some women declined access to their blood samples or expressed concerns about how the samples would be used. Women who were angry about how their clinical care was managed and/or felt the hospital was at fault for the complications they experienced tended to decline participation in the study. In contrast, one of the participants interviewed, who attributed her PPH to the care she received in labour, was still willing to take part in the trial study so that she might be able to help others. At one of the sites, the recruiters said that partners sometimes refused consent on the woman’s behalf. To get around this, they attempted to visit women when they could have a one-to-one conversation.

Response to antenatal study information

Leaflets and posters about the pilot trial were available in antenatal clinics at each hospital while the trial was ongoing. Recruiters said they did not receive any calls or questions about these materials. They felt most women would not expect to experience PPH and would be very unlikely to remember a poster about the study after a complicated birth. One of the recruiters was concerned that antenatal information about a PPH study could be scary for women, as it was typically not discussed at antenatal classes.

The trial participants interviewed were shown copies of the leaflet and poster but said they did not recognise them from their attendance at clinics; though one participant was confident that she had seen something about the study in a different form. Different opinions were expressed about whether women ought to be informed in advance that the study was taking place. One participant suggested that the leaflets should be included in the delivery suite while women were waiting in labour. She said she was very shocked to have experienced a PPH and that she would have preferred to know in advance that it could happen and that the medical team had options to deal with it. Two of the participants felt that the study information should have been given in advance to women undergoing a caesarean section, or an induction, in case transfusion is needed and to allow the woman time to ask questions. Conversely, one of the participants said that information on the study would have increased her anxiety before the birth.

I couldn’t have coped then with anybody suggesting that anything else might go wrong. So I was totally fine with being told afterwards. (Participant 3)

DISCUSSION

The interviews with recruiters and participants of the ACROBAT trial identified that many women have unmet information needs in the postnatal period about PPH and its implications, which has also featured in previous research regarding women’s experience of severe PPH.22,23 It is important in a future trial of this kind that recruiters are aware that they may need to negotiate these information needs in their conversations with women; recruiters...
with a background in midwifery/healthcare can perhaps provide some of this information.

The ACROBAT pilot trial had a high consent rate in both intervention and control sites. Through our interviews with women and recruiters, we identified that this may have been due to several different reasons, which could have occurred in combination.

1. Many women felt they had benefitted from the medical care they received for their PPH and wanted to help others who experienced similar complications in future.
2. Women were tired or in pain when they were approached by the recruiter and agreed to take part in the study as they thought it would end the conversation sooner.
3. Trial participation was easy and straightforward, as it did not require women to do anything other than grant the research team access to data or samples that were already collected.

These respective reasons are discussed below in terms of how they relate to previous research and the implications of our findings for informed consent in future emergency trial recruitment.

The altruistic motivation identified for participation in the ACROBAT trial is a common finding in other maternity recruitment research and the recruiters in this study also drew on this by presenting research participation as a means to improve care for other women. In the pretrial discussions with the PPI group, some members had expected that women in intervention sites may not be comfortable when they learnt retrospectively about the changed order of blood transfusion products for research. However, our qualitative findings indicated that many women were grateful for the PPH treatment they had received and trusted that medical decisions were made in their best interest. A key component of informed consent is understanding the difference between research and standard clinical care. The confusion of the two—therapeutic misconception—occurs when participants process information about a trial by relating it to their own needs and circumstances, and view trial enrolment as an extension of their treatment. It is particularly common in research in an emergency setting and is associated with more positive attitudes towards deferred consent.

Future ACROBAT trial recruitment may need to consider how best to communicate to women in intervention sites that any change to standard care in the treatment they received was due to the trial design. Consent procedures in the ACROBAT pilot trial were generally acceptable to the women interviewed. The intervention was viewed as low risk, which likely contributed to this high acceptability. Previous studies have found greater support for the waiver of prospective consent at the time an intervention occurs if the risk of the intervention is perceived to be low.

Future research on deferred consent in emergency obstetric research will need to explore how it is managed and experienced for interventions that involve higher levels of risk, or where the intervention may be viewed as leading to worse outcomes than standard care; particularly as our study indicated that emotions about the care received may influence responsiveness to trial participation.

The focus on predischarge recruitment for the ACROBAT pilot trial meant that recruiters felt under pressure to approach women in the early stages of recovery. They attempted to assess each woman’s individual situation to ensure the timing of approach would be as sensitive as possible, which is an approach found to be appreciated by women recruited to emergency obstetric research. Recruiters in this study felt they had to make extra efforts to communicate the trial information to women due to their exhaustion and the competing demands for their attention, but most of the women we interviewed did not remember much about the conversation that was held about the research in the day(s) immediately following the birth. Other studies where women provided research consent in the intrapartum or immediate postnatal period have similarly reported recall difficulty and confusion about the nature of the research consented to. This does not necessarily mean that the consent provided at the time of recruitment was uninformed. Participants may have felt fully informed at that time, but may not have remembered much about the conversation when interviewed several months later. While women typically retain clear and consistent memories of their labour and birth, they may more easily forget interactions and conversations with hospital staff who were not a part of the actual birth experience. The window for seeking deferred consent in a trial of this nature could potentially be extended to ensure it does not rely on a particularly stressful period for the women recruited. PPI group members recommended that postdischarge recruitment in the full trial may allow for more meaningful discussion about the research with participants. Indeed, two of the trial participants we interviewed who had provided consent in the week(s) after discharge felt they had greater capacity to process the trial information at the later period than they would have had in the day(s) immediately following the birth. Of concern is that a postdischarge model of consent risks a lower overall recruitment rate. One potential option for future research is engaging community postnatal midwifery services in supporting postdischarge consent processes—however, this would increase demands on resources, for staff training and governance. Another option could be to adopt a model of extended consent discussion, also known as ongoing, or continuous consent, where women first provide consent predischARGE and then one to two months later are followed up to revisit the information about the trial, address any questions or concerns they have and confirm that they continue to consent for their data to be included. This option may allow for the high consent rates to be maintained, while also providing greater opportunity for meaningful discussion about the research. Further research is needed to explore effective ways of establishing or continuing contact with participants for postdischarge consent, and perhaps the full ACROBAT trial could provide such an opportunity.
The ACROBAT pilot trial did not require much active participation from women, as the data and blood samples needed had already been collected, and this is likely to have supported recruitment. However, the information women received about the study and the consent conversation itself was still complicated by the requirement on recruiters to explain the cluster design of the study and the transfusion process, which may have led to some of the confusion expressed by women interviewed about what they had consented to. It is a common challenge in research recruitment that the details of complex medical protocols need to be communicated to participants due to ethics and sponsor requirements,8 making it harder for participants to understand what is being asked of their participation. Recruitment for the ACROBAT pilot trial was essentially about obtaining consent to use data rather than consent to an intervention (indeed, ‘deferred’ consent is perhaps a misleading term in this context). The PPI group had a key role in arranging the content of the trial PIS to make it clearer to women what they were being asked to do, but perhaps for a future trial, the research team and PPI group need to develop a further simplified version of the PIS that focuses on the collection and use of data/samples needed for trial outcomes as this is the aspect of the research that actually requires consent. Further information (eg, on overall trial design, cryoprecipitate) could be provided in a separate document if requested. Reducing the focus on the intervention in this case may also reduce the conflation between research and clinical care.

Antenatal information materials (leaflets and posters about the pilot trial with contact details of recruiters) formed a large part of the preparation for the pilot trial; as recommended by both the RCOG guidelines for emergency obstetric research and the PPI group discussions. Yet, the women interviewed largely had no recollection of seeing the information materials and the recruiters we spoke with had not received contact from any women in relation to their content, which confirmed the concerns of the PPI group about the effectiveness of antenatal information. This may be because the information was provided passively, that is, available in waiting rooms for women to pick up or read themselves, rather than actively communicated during antenatal care. The passive approach to providing information is generally favoured to prevent causing unnecessary distress about a rare complication. We found mixed opinions about this approach from both the PPI group members and women interviewed, where some felt that information in advance would create anxiety, while others thought that information ought to be provided before the birth, particularly to women in high-risk groups. It is a key challenge for trial teams in obstetric emergency research to attempt to reconcile diverse views and preferences in deciding how and when to provide information about research.

Strengths and limitations
This qualitative interview study was the first to include the views and experiences of both women and recruiters in exploring deferred consent following severe PPH, and contributes to the limited research on the perspectives of recruiters in maternal health trials.30 The recruiters in this study had observed the reactions and interactions of many different women to the consent process and they provided key information about how the processes worked in practice, especially as most of the women interviewed had some recall difficulty or confusion about the recruitment conversation. A limitation of our study is the small sample size of recruiters interviewed about the trial, due to the COVID-19 outbreak.

Our interview sample only included women who had provided consent to the trial, as the consent to be contacted by a qualitative researcher was part of the overall trial consent form so we did not have permission to contact those women who had refused consent. Although the rate of trial consent refusal was low and recruiters offered explanations for refusal from their encounters with women in recruitment conversations, there is still a possibility that those who refused may have provided further perspectives on the consent process in an interview. Furthermore, our interview sample came from the pool of women who had agreed to be contacted at a later date about an interview (only 32% of the overall total recruited to the trial) and the women within that pool who then agreed again to be interviewed when contacted in the postnatal period. Therefore, the women we interviewed may have been particularly motivated towards research participation and may be more inclined to see the benefits of research. Indeed, four of the women we interviewed had been involved in carrying out research previously through their work (mostly in technology).

Qualitative interview data can only reflect the views of participants at the time of interview. In this study, the majority of interviews were conducted 4–6 months after the birth. Women may have discussed the events of the trial conversation differently if the interview had taken place sooner in the postnatal period, or they may have different reflections on their experience if they had been interviewed at an even later period.

A key limitation of study samples in qualitative research is that they are not statistically representative of the wider population of interest. Interview research and its conclusions are developed from the contributions of the type of people who are willing and capable of talking about their own experiences and the meanings of these experiences for their lives.33 However, in this study, the convergent nature of the interview data from women and recruiters supports the potential transferability of the key themes and concepts we identified to other similar settings. An exception to this is that we only interviewed women who could communicate in English. Future research exploring how women understand and make decisions about research participation in trials of obstetric emergency research.
needs to incorporate the views of women who do not speak in English.

CONCLUSION
No study has yet identified the best time to provide trial information or take consent for obstetric emergency research—every timepoint has its advantages or drawbacks for women and study teams. In the design of the ACROBAT pilot trial, the trial team decided against approaching women for consent at the time of the PPH emergency, due to concern that the urgent and stressful nature of the event would jeopardise treatment and women’s capacity to make an informed decision about participation. However, our qualitative findings showed that there are similar concerns about informed consent when approaching women postintervention, at least when this occurs in the short window between birth and discharge. Women may still be in recovery and less capable of attending to complex information about a study they were enrolled in, and finding the appropriate time and sufficient time, to explain the study information is challenging for recruiters. A future trial of this kind is likely to face the same balancing act between designing feasible research and supporting well-timed, meaningful informed consent. One potential option for improvement may be through extending the window of discussion for consent for the use of data (perhaps through a two-step model of consent, or by obtaining consent postdischarge), though this is likely to incur additional demands on study resources. Trial teams should also ensure that the consent process is supported by trial information that is minimal and easy to understand.
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APPENDIX A- INTERVIEW SCHEDULE FOR TRIAL PARTICIPANTS

Pre-interview
- Explain affiliation with the study and the purpose of the interview (including time-line, topics that will be raised)
- Explain the PIS and prompt for clarity/questions
- Assurance of confidentiality
- Ask to sign consent form
- Permission to record

Experience of PPH
- How are you feeling and how has your recovery been going since the birth?
- Are you aware that you developed bleeding during your birth that required blood transfusion?
- Can you tell me, in your own time, about your experience of being treated for this?

Experience of study recruitment
- [For intervention site participants] How did you feel about the order in which the blood products were given, due to the hospital being part of a research study?
  Further prompts:
  - Before the birth, were you aware that the hospital was involved in the study and would be providing treatment in a different order than they had done in the past?
  - (If No) How did you feel about finding this out after your treatment had already been received?
- [For control site participants] How did you feel when the research midwife told you that you had been part of a study because you experienced heavy bleeding during the birth?
• Did you see the poster or leaflet about the study when you were attending the clinic for your antenatal appointments?

• How was your conversation when the research midwife spoke to you about the study?

  Further prompts:
  - What did she explain you were giving consent to?
  - Do you think this way of asking you about the research was acceptable? (Why/why not?)
  - Did you think the conversation was clear, and simple to understand?
  - Did you feel like you were given enough information to help you make a decision about whether you wanted to continue to take part?
  - What did you think about the paperwork, or written information you were given?
  - Did you have any concerns or questions about continuing to take part?
  - What encouraged you to continue to take part in the study?
  - Was anyone else involved in your decision about taking part?
  - How do you think you would have felt if someone else had given consent on your behalf?
  - Do you think it is or is not acceptable for staff to make a decision to involve women in research at the time an emergency is occurring?
  - How would you have felt if the study team had collected your data, anonymously, without asking you?

Acceptability of the study

• Have you been contacted by the study team since you’ve left the hospital? (If Yes) How did you find that conversation?

• Overall, how would you describe your experience in of taking part in this study so far?

• Are there certain things you think should be changed in terms of how the study is run?
• Do you have any suggestions for how we can help women have a better experience while they are part of the study?

• Have you ever been part of a research study, or know anyone who has?
• If you have taken part in research in the past, how would you compare your experience on this study to the other one? (In what ways were they similar or different?)
• Do you think there are any advantages to being part of a research study?
• Do you think there are any disadvantages to taking part in research?
• Based on your experience, do you think you would participate in another study like this, or recommend it to a friend or family member?

• Do you have any questions, or would you like to add anything else to all you’ve said today?

**Conclusion**
• Thank participant for sharing thoughts and experiences
• £10 voucher re-imbursement for time/ travel expenses
• Discuss details of support services to contact/ birth debriefing services
APPENDIX B- INTERVIEW SCHEDULE- RECRUITING STAFF

(General intro question)- **What has your experience been like working on the ACROBAT study?**

*Prompts*
- How well prepared was your site for the study? Is there something we could do differently to facilitate a) research team readiness and b) clinical staff readiness?
- What were the main challenges you had anticipated before the study?
- Did these challenges change as the study progressed?
- How, in your opinion, did the antenatal information work? Did you get any calls from women who had seen the poster/leaflets?
- What, if anything, could be done differently to improve compliance?

(General question)- **How did you find recruiting participants to the study?**

*Prompts*
- How did you find identifying eligible participants?
- How long after the birth have you typically been approaching women?
- What have the conversations been like?
- Do you think women understand what they are consenting to at that time?
- What kind of concerns or questions do women have?
- Have women who declined given you a reason why?
- Have partners or family members been present when women are making the decision about taking part?
- Have you recruited any women who do not speak English?
- What has worked well for you with recruitment?
• What has been difficult for recruitment?
• How did women feel about completing the fatigue questionnaire?
• How did the consent for participation in the qualitative study work in your opinion?
• What do you think we can do differently to improve the overall consent rate for the study?
• What are your thoughts about the information materials that women and clinicians see about the study (e.g. the PIS, study posters etc)?

**Do you have any other comments about the ACROBAT study you would like to make?**

For intervention sites:

• Do you think study participants were generally accepting of the study intervention?